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1. Industry Development Trends and Challenges
1.1 New Trends and Challenges
With the evolution of technology, the telecommunication network will serve not
only individuals, but also different vertical industries. To meet requirements of
various new service scenarios in B2B/B2C, the telecommunication network
introduces new technologies such as advanced air interface, cloudification and
microservices. Introduction of new technologies improves the network capability
greatly compared with that of 4G; on the other hand, it also leads to new
challenges, mainly in three aspects: business operation, network O&M, and
resource scheduling.
Business operation requirements
are highly differentiated
The network is required to meet
better understanding and on-demand
matching of highly varied industrial

Higher resource scheduling
flexibility is required.

requirements.

Network O&M needs to be
more active

As resource scheduling is becoming more
difficult, more flexible, automatic,
intelligent policies are required.

Low O&M efficiency currently.
Smarter technologies are
required to reduce costs and
improve efficiency.

Figure 1-1 Challenges to Operators
Network Operation: Services are more differentiated and personalized, Therefore
networks needs to be more flexible and efficient to meet consumers and
industries' demand.
Network O&M: Coexistence of multiple networks (e.g. 2G-5G) and cloud-based
network hierarchical decoupling make network O&M complicated. The traditional
human-oriented O&M mode cannot meet cost and efficiency requirement. New
technologies need to be introduced to reduce O&M cost and improve efficiency.
Resource Scheduling: The underlying cloud network infrastructure needs to
provide flexible and agile resource scheduling capabilities for upper-layer
services so as to improve resource utilization.
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1.2 AI is Important to Meet Those Challenges
AI technology has advantages in terms of cross-field feature mining, in-depth
data analysis, and dynamic policy generation. Introducing AI technology into
communication network can provide new capabilities for network operation and
maintenance, helping telecommunication operators build more flexible and
efficient information infrastructure.
Network AI can play important roles in four aspects: reducing simple repetitive
network operations, forward-looking prediction and prevention based on
historical data, high-complexity and multi-dimensional analysis, and seeking the
optimal solution for resource and service requirements.
With the help of AI, we can optimize investment in manpower, change passive
maintenance into active intervention beforehand, and perform data analysis in
business, management and operation domains to empower service operation. In
this way, optimal match between network resources and services can be
achieved, and at the same time we can help operators to broaden sources of
income and reduce expenditure.

Reducing simple repetitive network operations.

High-complexity and multi-dimensional analysis
Expert capabilities cannot meet the requirement in

For manually repeated services that can be

the fields that require high-complexity analysis

processed by machines, AI is used to

through massive data mining and cross-domain

optimize costs and reduce errors. For

analysis, for example: Cross-domain/E2E fault

example: Automatic commissioning, Site/DC

delimitation and location, user profile etc.

intelligent inspection.

Forward-looking prediction and prevention

Finding the optimal solution

Based on historical information like traffic, faults,

Search for the best match between the network and

and resource usage, prediction and proactive

requirements, scenarios, resources, and efficiency

operation can be implemented through AI. For

from the massive combination options through AI.

example, traffic prediction, intelligent energy saving,

For example: M-MIMO self-adaptive, IP path tuning,

and health detection.

and smart slicing.

Figure 1-2 Network AI Helps Operators to Meet Challenges
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1.3 Operators are investing in Network AI
At present, operators are gradually increasing their investments in network
automation and intelligence, and seeking to use AI to achieve all-round network
cost reduction, efficiency improvement and business opportunity exploration.
Omdia predicts that by 2025, the investment of the global telecommunication
industry in AI software, hardware and services will reach US $36.7 billion.
It is the common option for most operators to set up AI related strategy, design
AI solution architecture and develope AI platform, so that they can support more
complex data analysis and decision making in network O&M and services. It is
also the great opportunity to establish leading position in the market. Operators
also play leading roles in network AI related projects in standard and opensource organizations to study and pilot valuable applications. The ability to
harness AI will become imperative for operators.
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2. Autonomous Evolving Network Solution
2.1 Vision of Autonomous Evolving Network
The ultimate goal of the comprehensive evolution of the network towards
intelligence is to gradually achieve independent operations and intelligent
autonomy of the network system through self-learning and self-evolution driven
by data, so as to optimize the network investment and O&M efficiency.
In order to promote the network towards the intelligent autonomous target, ZTE
released the Autonomous Evolving Network (uSmartNet) solution. By introducing
AI in different layers of the network, ZTE enables the evolution in three aspects:
Network Evolution, Maintenance Evolution, and Operation Evolution, improving
network intelligent level continuously, realizing on-demand network scheduling,
simplified maintenance and intent-base service.

Autonomous Evolving Network
Three
Evolution
Aspects

Value and
Benefits

Network
Evolution

Maintenance
Evolution

On-demand scheduling
of network resources

Simplification of management
and maintenance

Operation
Evolution
Rapid response to
service changes

On-demand Network

Simplified Maintenance

Intent-based Service

On-demand scheduling and
continuous investment optimization

Simplification and continuous
cost reduction

Rapid response and continuous
increase of revenue

OPEX

REVENUE

CAPEX

Figure 2-1 Three Evolution Aspects of Autonomous Evolving Network
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2.2 Ubiquitous Intelligence Based on Smart Engines
The Autonomous Evolving Network solution uses the principle of hierarchical
closed-loop to build NE level, intra-domain level, and cross-domain level
intelligent network system. Three types of smart engines: Real-time AI Engine,
Lightweight AI Engine and AI Engine, which are micro-service and modularized,
are embedded into the network element layer, management and control layer and
operation layer respectively; building a network with continuously increasing
intelligent capabilities and value.

End-to-End Value Operation
Cross-Domain
Intelligence

AI Engine

AIVO Digital O&M（VMAX/OSS）
VoLTE E2E Guarantee

Slicing E2E Guarantee

...

Smart Middle Platform

Management/Control/Analysis
Intra-domain
Intelligence

RNIA
（RAN）

Athena
（FN&BN）

AI Model

Model Training
and Reasoning
（Cluster Deployment）

Model Deployment
and Upgrade

Lightweight AI Engine
CNIA
（CN）

Model Training
and Reasoning
（Single/few-server
deployment）

Smart Brain
AI Model

Data lake/model training/model
market/model optimization

Real-time AI Engine

NE
Intelligence

I
P
Radio
network

OTN

CN

Model Reasoning
（Device Embedded）

AI Model

Data Collection

Figure 2-2 Autonomous Evolving Network Architecture

NE Layer: The Real-time AI Engine is introduced at the NE layer. Based on the
real-time perception, analysis of service scenarios and service running status,
dynamic strategies are generated, resources are scheduled and guaranteed as
required to achieve the best match between the network capability and user
requirements. For example, a real-time AI engine is embedded in base station to
implement real-time NE self-loop control and optimize NE configuration rapidly.
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Management and Control Layer: The Lightweight AI Engine is introduced at the
management and control layer to simplify network management and maintenance
based on comprehensive information perception, analysis and decision making. In
this way, machines can gradually undertake repetitive work, reduce the workload
of O&M personnel, improve O&M efficiency, and reduce O&M costs. For example,
a lightweight AI engine is deployed in the EMS to implement single-domain
closed-loop control.
Operation Layer: Based on the unified intelligent middle platform architecture,
Operations Management layer builds the AI platform together with AI Engine that
integrates data and intelligence to build an end-to-end intelligent closed loop. It
improves the service capability of users, achieves rapid user-oriented service
response and intent guarantee, continuously increasing service revenues.

2.3 Smart Brain
The smart brain is constructed based on the digital-intelligent integration
platform and has comprehensive AI capabilities, such as data management, model
training, compilation optimization, model management and model inference. The
data management module obtains data from the data lake, pre-processes and
labels data, and transfers data to the training module. The training module
performs AI model training, optimizes model compilation to form ready-to-use
models, and releases them to the model market. The inference module is invoked
as required to empower the service with AI.

Data Mgt.
Dataset
Mgt.
Data Labeling

Training Platform
Visual
Modeling

Assembly
Line
Orchestration

Model Development
Environment

Compilation
Optimization

Model Mgt.

Reasoning
Platform

Model
Compression

Life-Cycle
Management

Application
Orchestration

Model
Compilation

Model Market

Service
Management

Automatic learning

Authorization
Management

Figure 2-3 Smart Brain Overall Process
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In terms of hardware, the smart brain needs to support multiple hardware
deployment modes such as GPU, CPU, FPGA or HPC cluster.
For the AI framework, the smart brain need to support mainstream deep learning
frameworks and machine learning frameworks. In this part, ZTE has selfdeveloped optimization in some key technologies such as parallel computing
acceleration and inference pruning.
In the AI algorithm components, network related algorithms covering wireless,
wired and core network need to be supported.
In terms of AI application components, specific components need to be
developed to support variety of application scenarios, such as intelligent
prediction, RF fingerprint, smart slicing, and root cause analysis.

AI Application
Components

Coverage
Evaluation

AI Algorithm
Components

RSRP Prediction
Model

AI Framework

Hardware

Big Data

CPU

Parameter
Optimization

Traffic
Forecast

Log Associated
Model

AI Offline
Training

Traffic
Model

AI Online
Training

FPGA
Acceleration

RCA

KPI
Detection

Intention
Translation

Alarm Association
Model

KPI Association
Model

User Behavior
Model

AI Model
Acceleration

AI Cloud
Reasoning

GPU Acceleration

AI Edge
Inference

AI Device
Inference

HPC Cluster

Figure 2-4 Smart Brain Composition

The key factor for AI to achieve wide commercial applications is the adaptability
of the model to various deployment environments and matching deployment
requirements of different resource conditions such as cloud, edge, and device.
Therefore, the optimization and compilation efficiency of the AI model are critical.
Based on long-term technical accumulation in AI reasoning acceleration, ZTE
works with Linux AI Foundation to initiate a deep learning reasoning acceleration
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open source project: Adlik. ZTE is committed to providing an end-to-end deep
learning model optimization deployment solution, improving the operation
efficiency of AI model on various hardware, and accelerating the commercial
application of AI.

Model Training

Model Optimization

Model Compilation

8bit

Large
Model
fp32

Model Export

Pruning

Low bit
Quantization

Small
model
int8

Structure
Compression

Mirror-Based Deployment

File-Based Deployment

Cloud Reasoning Engine
Service Portal

Supports two
deployment
environments

Embedded Reasoning Engine
Files

Microservices

Download and
dynamic loading

AI-based
Program

Adlik Inference Run-time

Kubernetes

Docker

Operating System and Device Driver
x86

GPU Cluster

Converting the Operator
Calculation Integration
Diagram

Storage Cluster

ARM

GPU

Mali

FPGA

Mgt. Node

Figure 2-5 Adlik Architecture and Process
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2.4 Evolution Path of Autonomous Evolving Network
The evolution of intelligent networks will be a long process, and needs to be
handled gradually in stages in accordance with the specific situation of operators'
networks, technological maturity, and operator's strategies for network evolution.

Tool-assisted
Manual analysis
Manual decision
Open loop

Intelligence
Level

Assisted
L1Operation

Implementation

+
+

Data
Collection

AI auxiliary analysis
Manual decision
Static policy
Closed loop

AI-leading analysis
AI-assisted decisionmaking
Dynamic policy
Closed loop

AI-leading
Decision-making
Dynamic policy
Online iteration
Closed loop

Independent decisionmaking by AI
Self-learning evolution
Autonomous closed
Loop

Primary
Full
Advanced
L2 Intelligence
L3 Intermediate
L4 Intelligence
L5 Intelligence
Intelligence

+
+

Analysis
Decision
Requirement
mapping

+
+

+
+

Figure 2-6 Grading of Autonomous Evolving Network
From the perspective of task division and collaboration between human and
machine and gradual release of manpower, the network evolution process is
divided into five stages: L1 Assisted Operation, L2 Primary Intelligence, L3
Intermediate Intelligence, L4 Advanced Intelligence and L5 Full Intelligence.
The key characteristics of each intelligent level of an Autonomous Evolving
Network are as follows:
L1 Assisted Operation: In some scenarios, the tool is used to assist in data
collection and monitoring according to manual rules. The analysis, decision and
requirement mapping are performed manually. The tool is used to simplify some
manual operations, and does not support intelligent closed loop of full process.
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L2 Primary Intelligence: Some scenarios can implement intelligence from data
perception, analysis to execution, which mainly depends on the static strategy of
expert experience. Decision-making and requirement mapping still depend on
manual work. At this stage, NE-level small-scale intelligent closed loop can be
implemented.
L3 Intermediate Intelligence: Single-domain intelligent closed loop can be
completed at this stage. For most scenarios, the system automatically completes
data perception, analysis and execution, and can dynamically adjust strategies
within a certain range while complex decisions are still dependent on manual work.
L4 Advanced Intelligence: Data perception, analysis, decision-making and
execution are all automatically completed by the system. The decision-making
level of the system can also be optimized iteratively. In most scenarios it can
perform complete intelligent closed-loop, only some scenarios need manual
participation in requirement mapping or decision-making optimization.
L5 Full Intelligence: In all scenarios, the system can perform a complete intelligent
closed loop from requirement mapping, data perception, analysis, decisionmaking to execution, achieving full autonomy for all scenarios. The system can
continuously evolve through self-learning.
With the gradual improvement of intelligent levels, many more tasks can be
undertaken by machines, as a result O&M manpower requirements will be greatly
reduced. However, at any time, the network is still under the control of people
who can intervene at any time.
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3. 10 Key Scenarios of Autonomous Evolving
Network
A number of practices are ongoing in Autonomous Evolving Network, aiming at
improving the network efficiency and user experience. Currently the focus of the
Autonomous Evolving Network solution is on ten scenarios from wireless, bearer and
core network single domain intelligent scenarios to end-to-end cross domain scenario.
The solution covers full life cycle of network management, including planning,
deployment, maintenance, optimization and operation.

1.BS Energy Saving

4.Smart PON

7.Smart MEC

•

Scenario-Based Policy

•

Weak Signal Detection

•

•

Dynamic Assurance

•

Poor-Quality Diagnosis •

10.AIVO Digital O&M

Collaboration of Cloud & Edge
Enabling Verticals

2.AI-Based M-MIMO

5.Smart CDN

8.AI-Based NFV O&M

•

Scene Recognition

•

Intelligent Scheduling

•

Cross-Layer Correlation

•

Parameter Optimization

•

Intelligent Caching

•

Fault Prediction

3.BS Troubleshooting

6.Smart BN

9.Smart Slicing

•

Fast Locating

•

Cloud Native

•

Smart SLA Decomposing

•

Alarm Reduction

•

Intent Driven

•

Dynamic Scheduling Resource

•

Global Data Association

•

E2E Assurance

•

All-Process Integration

Quality

Network

User

Value

Service

Development

Autonomous Evolving Network
Cross-Domain
Intelligence

⑩ AIVO Digital O&M（E2E）
①②③
Radio
Network
Fixed
Network

④

⑤⑦
Edge
Cloud

MEC
CDN

⑥
IP
OTN

⑧⑨
Core Network

Single-Domain
Intelligence

Figure 3-1 10 Intelligent Scenarios of Autonomous Evolving Network
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China's three major telecommunication operators spend $7 billion on energy
consumption each year, accounting for more than 12% of network operating
costs, in which base station energy consumption accounts for more than 60% of
the total network energy consumption. As shown in the figure below, 5G energy
consumption is 3 to 4 times that of 4G, with an average daily power consumption
of 50-70 kWh. High energy consumption costs will restrict the rapid
development of 5G, so the reduction of 5G energy consumption is the focus of
operators globally.
Category

RRU/AAU

BBU

4G

200-300W

100-200W

5G

500-1000W

200-300W

Figure 3-2 4G and 5G BS Energy Consumption Comparison
As the energy consumption of RF equipment accounts for 80% of the energy
consumption of the base station, and the power amplifier accounts for more than
75% of the energy consumption of the RF equipment, so the power amplifier
accounts for more than 60% of the energy consumption of the base station.
There are four methods: symbol shutdown, channel shutdown, carrier shutdown
and hibernate mode, which can be used to reduce the usage of the power
amplifier to reach the goal of energy saving. In BS intelligent energy saving, AI
algorithms are used to generate strategies to control energy-saving methods
flexibly.
Channel Shutdown

Any slot without data

Medium-level load

Low-level load and basic
coverage
100%

100%

16:…

14:…

12:…

8:00

10:…

Time

L1：64TR->48TR

8:
00
10
:0
12 0
:0
14 0
:0
16 0
:0
0

0%

0%

Time

Hibernate Mode
No load
50%
PRB

PRB

L2：48TR->32TR

0%

0%
8:
00
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:0
0
12
:0
0
14
:0
0
16
:0
0

PRB

PRB

100%

Carrier Shutdown

Time

8:
00
10
:0
0
12
:0
0
14
:0
0
16
:0
0

Symbol Shutdown

Time

Emergency Area

Residential Area

Railway Station

Shopping Mall

Symbol
Shutdown

Symbol
Shutdown
Channel
Shutdown

Symbol
Shutdown
Channel
Shutdown
Carrier
Shutdown

Symbol
Shutdown
Channel
Shutdown
Carrier
Shutdown
Hibernate
Mode

Figure 3-3 Typical Scenarios of Energy-Saving Methods
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Symbol Shutdown: When there is no data or only a small amount of data sent,
time slot scheduling is initiated to switch off power amplifier;
Channel Shutdown: Some channels can be turned off at the time when the load
reduces to a certain level;
Carrier Shutdown: With a base carrier coverage, the capacity layer carrier can be
turned off at low traffic time ;
Hibernate Mode: When base station has no traffic, the energy consumption reach
the lowest value. Hibernate mode is generally used for load-less cells at the early
stage of 5G.
Traditional manually defined energy-saving strategies choose fixed energysaving time period and use same strategy for each site. Further more, operation
personnel will not turn on energy-saving mode or choose more conservative
strategies in order to avoid the impact to network KPI, which results in no energy
saving.
In intelligent base station energy saving, the energy-saving system embedded
with the lightweight AI engine generates AI strategy based on the data reported
in real time by the base station, then network controller executes the strategy
and delivers the configuration to base station. Compared with the traditional base
station energy saving, intelligent base station energy saving solution can be used
to predict the cell service load, timely adjust energy-saving shutdown strategy,
generate differential threshold according to the scene, and achieve good user
experience through real-time monitoring of KPI and rollback energy-saving
strategy if KPI anomalies are detected.
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uSmart RNIA
Control
Layer

NE
Layer

BS Energy Saving
Service
perception

……

Light AI Engine

Scene
Recognition

automatic closed-loop
based on optimal goal and
experience perception

L5 Full
Intelligence

load prediction
set
parameter optimization
target
overlap recognition

L4 High
Intelligence

scene and net
parameter
coverage
optimization
recognition
set shutdown
time

exec
ution

NR/eNB

L3 Intermediate
Intelligence

L2 Preliminary
Intelligence
L1 ToolAssisted

tool-assisted
shutdown

Manual

Current Level

AI

Figure 3-4 Architecture of BS Energy Saving
After the adoption of intelligent energy-saving in an operator's LTE network ,
10000 cells can save more than 21,000 kWh of electricity per week, which is
equivalent to 20.6 tons of carbon emissions, and energy saving ratio can exceed
10%. For 5G network, every 10,000 sites can save electricity costs around 20
million kWh per year while keeping KPI and user perception stable.

3.2 AI-Based M-MIMO
Massive MIMO is a key technology for 5G. By using large-scale antenna array
and 3D beamforming, it can effectively improve the three-dimensional space
coverage and system capacity in complex scenarios. Compared with traditional
antennas, Massive MIMO large-scale array antennas have more parameters,
including H-beam width, V-beam width, Azimuth angle, down-tilt angle and
number of beams. Each parameter has a lot of possible value for chosen. The
theoretically possible combination of antenna parameter values of a cell can reach
tens of thousands. It is almost impossible to manually optimize and adjust
multiple cells according to the changing scenes and services.
AI can be introduced to help O&M personnel to quickly find the optimal option
through multi-dimensional analysis, predictive judgment and other means. Based
on the UE location information collected from 5G base stations, the distribution
of UE and the scenario identification, the most suitable combination of values for
the current scenario can be obtained to maximize system capacity and ensure
16
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user experience. In the scenario of stadium for example, as users are distributed
in surrounding stands in a football game but scattered in the whole stadium in a
concert, after introducing the AI-based Massive MIMO, the system can
recognize the scene according to the user distribution in the stadium. Based on
the occupancy rate and location distribution of users, the configuration
corresponding to the premium Massive MIMO coverage can be obtained.
Concert

Football Match

Feature

audience in stands

audience in whole stadium

Coverage

wide H-beam，small down-tilt angle

medium H-beam，large down-tilt angle

Weight
Format

[Azimuth angle, Down-tilt angle, H-beam width, V-beam width]

Typical
Weight

[0°,0°,90°,6°]

[0°,5°,65°,12°]

Figure 3-5 Coverage Feature of Massive MIMO in Stadium Scene
At the same time, self-adaptation of Massive MIMO parameters can be realized
with the introduction of AI. Based on the AI algorithms, the optimal solution for
the antenna parameter setting can be found after multiple iterations according to
the RSRP/SINR target, which greatly reduces the search time for the optimal
solution compared with manual optimization.
uSmart RNIA
Control
Layer

NE
Layer

Massive MIMO
weight optimization
service
prediction

……

Light AI Engine

parameter
optimization

Smart
Brain

NR/eNB

Figure 3-6 AI-based Massive MIMO Weight Optimization
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Taking the optimization of RSRP coverage for 4 cells in a city as an example, the
antenna optimization algorithm is 12 times more efficient than the traditional
search solution. The optimized 5G single-beam RSRP is increased by 5.12dB, and
the multi-beam RSRP is increased by 4.73dB.
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Figure 3-7 Coverage Optimization of RSRP

3.3 BS Troubleshooting
The scale of wireless networks is getting larger and more complex and base station
troubleshooting has following pain points:
l The network is overwhelmed by a large number of alarms, and it is timeconsuming and laborious to process all these alarms.
l Cross-domain faults (such as network element link disconnection) may have
many causes, such as power problems, transmission link problems, or base
station problems, and it is difficult to find the root cause.
In the intelligent troubleshooting of base station, a lightweight AI engine is
embedded in the network management layer, which uses AI to train the alarm rules,
construct the knowledge graph, and analyze when the actual alarm occurs to find
the root cause of the alarm. The overall architecture of base station intelligent
troubleshooting is shown in the figure below:
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uSmart RNIA
Intelligent
Troubleshooting

Control
Layer

RCA

...

Light AI Engine

NE
Layer

knowledge
graph

Smart
Brain

NR/eNB

Figure 3-8 Architecture of BS Troubleshooting
Intra-domain alarm location: Based on various monitoring data (including: alarms,
events, etc.), operation logs, and fault history records, intelligent fault diagnosis
knowledge graph is formed through the combination of AI-generated fault
correlation rules and the expert's daily operating experience. When a fault occurs,
AI can quickly locate it through automatic alarm correlation and equipment
information matching.
Cross-domain link disconnection delimitation: Intelligent reasoning is executed
on the combination of the correlation among base stations in the power and the
transmission aspects which is obtained according to the network topology in the
system, together with the actual link disconnection alarms to determine whether
the network element link is disconnected due to power, transmission or base
station .
Intelligent BS troubleshooting can be applied in 4G and 5G networks. Following
figure is the statistical distribution of 1.9 million alarms in a project in China.
Others
18%

Input Power Failure 3%

Cell Out of
Service
37%

Optical Port Link
Failure 4%
Xn Link
Disconnection
6%
X2 Link
Disconnection
13%

SCTP Link
Disconnection
19%

Figure 3-9 Alarm Distribution Statistics
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80 effective rules were generated through intelligent analysis of these alarms,
and the cell-out-of-service alarm need to be processed manually reduced by
63% in one live network, which effectively improved the efficiency of
troubleshooting.

3.4 Smart PON
The weak signal of the PON link directly affects the development of optical fiber
access services. According to statistics, complaints related to it accounts for
more than 20% of all complaints.
Traditional PON network weak signal analysis and remediation face series of
problems, such as: relying on personal's judgment, inaccurate positioning of the
root cause of weak signal, and repeated remediation; lack in effective and
accurate data analysis in weak signal remediation, which affects remediation
efficiency; measuring the optical power manually on site during engineering
implementation takes long processing time; and the abnormality of Internet
caused by the weak signal of the optical path cannot be discovered in advance.
The AI algorithm can be used to effectively solve above mentioned problems
through intelligent root cause analysis and locating weak signal problem of PON
quickly.
l ODN topology restoration: Based on accumulated ONU weak signal
historical data, ODN topology can be restored through DTW and
community discovery algorithms and be used to cross-check asset
management information;
l Weak signal delimitation: Use AI unsupervised learning algorithm for
feature engineering and extract key features based on the principle of
consistent optical path feature trends under the same optical splitter;
Build sample database based on feature engineering, and use AI algorithm
to achieve weak signal root cause delimitation.
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l Weak signal positioning: Extract the time series characteristics of ONU
receiving and transmitting power, and establish various feature models of
fault optical path through the stability test method of time series data to
achieve precise positioning of the weak signal root causes: Optical
module degradation, fiber bending, ONU equipment failure, excessive
splitting ratio, excess optical attenuation of optical components and lines,
etc.
Data Collection
Performance Data

AI Feature

AI Cluster Analysis

Denoising

Weak signal
delimitation&positioning
Backbone

Line Distance
Optical Power

Branch
Conversion

ONU Distance

Home

ONU Performance
Typology Info

Analysis

ONU type and
quality
......

Excessive
Split ratio
FTTB

backbone route is too long
PON port optical module
Branch cable
Branch fiber

Secondary
beam
splitter

Home fiber optic cable
ONU optical module
Three-level spectroscopy
Too many PON port users
Uplink fiber optic cable is
damaged

Figure 3-10 weak signal Delimitation & Positioning Process
The accuracy rate of AI-based PON link weak signal root cause analysis in
engineering practice has been verified to reach 92%, which greatly improved the
accuracy of PON weak signal detection and root cause location and became an
efficient support tool for PON link weak signal analysis and improvement.

3.5 Smart CDN
With the large-scale growth of video service, the operation & maintenance (O&M) of
CDN system is becoming more complex. The traditional operation and maintenance
model, which is mainly manual and supplemented by statistical reports and alarms
detection, can no longer meet the needs of CDN business development because of
insufficient monitoring timeliness, index flexibility, and fault location agility. Operators
need a more intelligent mode to improve the O&M efficiency of CDN system, and
ensure stability, reliability and service quality.
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The introduction of AI technology improves the intelligence and effectiveness of CDN
O&M greatly, as AI-based intelligent scheduling is the kernel of the matter. ZTE has
launched smart CDN scheduling solution to meet the requirements of intelligent O&M.
Based on CDN indicator system, ZTE provides functions such as alarming, monitoring,
reporting, scheduling and access logging, etc.
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Figure 3-11 CDN Intelligent Scheduling Decision Support System
CDN intelligent scheduling solution is composed of two functional modules: scheduling
decision support system and CDN service system. It can provide multiple services
such as IPTV CDN, OTT CDN and B2B CDN, to meet the demands of video service
convergence and openness.
The scheduling decision support system provides CDN intelligent scheduling decisionmaking capability, and the CDN service system executes policies:
l Based on the intelligent scheduling support platform, load balancing in a local
node and among local nodes can be realized.
l Guaranteeing service quality through SLA based scheduling and rapidly
recovering service quality through QoS based scheduling.
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l VOD (Video On Demand) hot content moves down precisely by content
popularity analysis.
The intelligent scheduling decision support system realizes intelligent scheduling
through AI. By predicting network congestion nodes and node loads, it precisely
schedules users to the best service node, and balances the load of nodes. It also
realizes intelligent scheduling of the whole network, saving transmission efforts and
improving efficiency.
With the use of CDN intelligent scheduling, resource utilization rate is promoted by
50%, system availability is promoted by 20%, and O&M efficiency is promoted by
100% in a project in China.

3.6 Smart Bearer Network
Traditionally, it is an open-loop structure in the management and control of network.
Processes such as planning, deployment, configuration, maintenance and optimization
are scattered and complicated. These processes rely on the personnel experiences
and professional skills in O&M.It's unable to meet the requirements of diversified
applications in the new era.
The next-generation smart bearer network solution provides more flexible, efficient,
open and higher-quality O&M service. It is based on cloud-native micro-service
architecture, IBN (Intent-based Networking) and AI technologies.
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Figure 3-12 Smart Bearer Network
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Strong cloudified management and control: The management and control system
can be flexibly deployed and scaled out on public, private or hybrid cloud. And it can
improve the efficiency by more than 10 times. As services provided by this system are
decoupled, they can be deployed independently and updated rapidly.
Fast deployment of intent: It supports end-to-end one-click deployment of network
equipment based on IBN, and reduces network launch time by 65% in contrast to
traditional way. The Enterprise CPE supports plug-and-play, and the launch time of
government and enterprise private line is reduced by 90%. It supports one-click
delivery of service, and the service provisioning time is shortened from hour level to
minute level while the service provisioning success rate is increased from 95% to 99%.
Accurate intelligent O&M: It realizes real-time perception of service status and
provides accurate data for network monitoring. The data reported in real time is
analyzed intelligently and the traffic can be predicted, simulated and optimized based
on intent. So it can improve network resource utilization and eliminate potential faults.
When a fault occurs abruptly, the system can enhance the capability of fast recovery of
the network through rapid diagnosis, troubleshooting and effective response.
Taking an IP & Optical project as an example, the smart bearer network solution
virtualizes port resources of SDN IP & Optical synergetic network. It enhances network
resilience and reduces investment costs by 40% for operators. And based on IBN, the
end-to-end one-click deployment and maintenance improve O&M efficiency and
reduces operation costs by 50%.

3.7 Smart MEC
In the 5G era, in consideration of latency and cost, the computing power gradually
moves to the edge. MEC is becoming a low-latency, high-capability and low-cost
computing power house in the 5G era, and provides diversified intelligent services to
5G vertical applications.
5G MEC computing platform takes VMs and containers as computing power carriers,
and supports hardware acceleration (such as GPU and FPGA) and software
acceleration (DPDK) to meet the requirements of AI, image and video processing.
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Combined with edge computing, AI can provide better services such as video
processing, VR/AR rendering and stream pushing, IoT devices and connection
management. AI algorithms and machine vision algorithms can empower vertical
industrial applications.
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Fig. 3-13 Smart MEC solution
At the 2nd National Youth Games – China's first 5G sporting event, ZTE's smart
venue solution reduces the live end-to-end latency to less than 1 second by using
technologies including MEC, AI and low latency coding. Moreover, by means of
industry-leading video production and playback technologies, on-site spectators can
enjoy multi-angle views, flexible zooming and free viewpoint on the live streaming APP.
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Figure 3-14 Smart Venue solution
Advantages of the solution:
• Based on intelligent visual recognition, it can implement in-depth analysis of
video content, identify wonderful scenes, favourite players or teams so that it
can recommend or push videos precisely.
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• Based on intelligent editing, it can provide flexible choices of multiple live
streams, and bring diversified live commentaries and multi-angle views.
• Based on Video Assistant Referee (VAR) technology, it can implement precise
penalties to prevent another ”Hand of God”.

3.8 AI-Based NFV O&M
Cloudification of telecommunication core network enhances network flexibility,
improves network and service deployment efficiency, and promotes network and
service innovation. Meanwhile, it also brings O&M challenges:
• Increased points of failure : Faults may occur on the infrastructure layer,
virtualization layer, application software layer and service logic layer.
• Large amount of fault data: Due to the sharing of underlying basic hardware
devices and network connectivity in the NFV environment, a lower-layer fault
may trigger a chain of responses in upper-layers and result in a large number
of faults at the same time.
• Decentralized fault management: Besides EMS, the fault management
function of NFV-MANO is introduced, making fault analysis and handling more
difficult.
To meet above challenges, AI is introduced into cloud-based core network
architecture. The following figure shows the overall architecture of intelligent
O&M in virtualized core network.
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Figure 3-15 Cloud Core Network Intelligent O&M Architecture
The core network intelligent unit includes the virtualized intelligent O&M function
and built-in lightweight AI engine which are responsible for the intelligent analysis
of the virtualized infrastructure layer, network layer, and the NWDAF (Network
Data Analysis Functionality) defined by the 3GPP protocol.
The virtualized network topology information is the basis for virtualized intelligent
operation and maintenance. Based on the perspective of the physical layer, virtual
layer, and service layer, the network is monitored in an all-round manner. The realtime status of VMs, physical machines, VNFs, and links are displayed on the
topology graph with abnormal situations highlighted, so the problems can be found
and analyzed in a timely manner.
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Figure 3-16 Cloud Core Network Topology
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The intelligent O&M function of ZTE CloudStudio NFVO+ collects hardware,
virtual layer and VNF alarms, and performs associated analysis of physical, virtual
and service alarms to improve the troubleshooting efficiency. Taking the user
registration failure of vIMS system for example, there may be over 20 alarms
generated from different layers, however after the association analysis, the
system finds that it is the virtual layer fault that causes the link interruption of
the S-CSCF NE. Through alarm association and compression, only the root alarm
along with the alarm positions on each layer are displayed. In this way, the
affected scope is determined and troubleshooting efficiency is improved.
In the vIMS project of one operator, the effective fault association rules
discovered through AI algorithms are 58% higher than those discovered manually,
and the rule acquisition time is reduced by 76%.

3.9 Smart Slicing
Network slicing is one of the key 5G technologies and an important means for
operators to serve vertical industries. However, slice operation brings a series of
new challenges to operators, such as network slice planning, deployment,
perception, fault location, and marketing. The smart slicing solution provides data
support and decision-supporting services from three aspects: planning &
deployment, O&M optimization and value operation.
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Figure 3-17 Panoramic View of the Smart Slicing Solution
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Through the introduction of the intent capability, as industry customer
requirements can be converted into network commands through intent-based
interaction, such as human language, industry customers who do not know much
about network technologies can better propose slice requirements and enjoy
network services in a more natural way. Through the smart slicing system,
intelligent design, SLA breaking down and intelligent guarantee, policy of slicing
can be implemented to achieve optimal deployment of slices.
In the whole process from the requirement, creation, deployment and assurance,
the smart slicing solution evaluates the quality of slices by end-to-end
monitoring and perception and sends the monitoring data to the slice
management system. After receiving slice quality data, the slice management
system analyzes the data and dynamically adjusts slice parameters through the
policy center to optimize slices.The entire process forms a automatic closedloop. Through smart slice adjustment, closed-loop guarantee of user intents and
SLA can be realized, and global optimal scheduling of resources can be achieved.
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Figure 3-18 Intelligent E2E closed-loop management of slices
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In the new era, new services such as cloud XR and intelligent manufacturing
require network with higher quality. Operators are required to provide end-toend network service and user experience guarantee while traditional means are
difficult to guarantee cross-network and cross-domain network management and
operation.
ZTE AIVO (AI Insight Value Operation) digital operation solution constructs an
integrated system of planning, maintenance, optimization and business operation.
It uses hierarchical AI engine to integrate NOC and SOC with big data and AI
technologies. In this way, full-service automatic closed loop can be realized.
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Figure 3-19 AIVO Solution Architecture
Through data association, AIVO realizes the management of the NE layer,
network management and control layer, and service operation layer, and provides
the integrated O&M capability of "unified view, full-domain perception,
intelligent closed-loop and proactive O&M." On the one hand, it provides a realtime and customizable unified operation view to support decision-making. On
the other hand, It associates all domain perception data, and solves problems in
closed-loop mode by the interconnection of the alarm and work order systems.
And it forms proactive maintenance capability through accurate prediction and
location of faults.
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Based on the intelligent insight into network perception, service perception and
user experience perception, AIVO supports end-to-end network guarantee,
service guarantee and user care, improves user experience, and provides
operators with full-process support and integrated key applications. Taking E2E
VoLTE user experience guarantee as an example, AIVO voice call function
focuses on four major objectives of VoLTE perception and improves the end-toend perception of voice. Through such functions as 8 key factors all voice call
stages automatic delimitation, end-to-end high-delay delimitation, 5-second
call perception and enhanced call drop analysis, VoLTE users can be connected
quickly and heard clearly without any drop.
With the in-depth integration of big data and AI into telecommunication network
O&M operation, the AIVO solution will continue to help operators improve
efficiency and achieve service innovation and revenue growth in the new era.
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4. Summary and Outlook
The evolution of communication networks towards intelligent and autonomous
networks is an inevitable trend and the upcoming 10 years will be a key period for
operators' intelligent network transformation. At the same time, 6G is preresearched in the industry. "Intelligent connection between the physical world and
digital world" is an important mission of 6G. Intelligent evolution will be the basic
feature of the 6G network architecture. The Sensing Internet and AI Internet will
enable various new services that may be generated in the 6G era.
Autonomous Evolving Network solution is committed to helping operators evolve
from the current people-dominated mode to the network-self-driven mode,
promoting continuous evolution of network intelligence, truly achieving disruptive
changes in the network operation and maintenance field and better serving the
digital transformation of the entire society.
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optimization open source
communities
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5. Abbreviations
Terms

Description

CDN

Content Delivery Network

CPE

Customer Premise Equipment

CSMF

Communication Service Management Function

DPDK

Data Plane Development Kit

EMS

Element Management System

FPGA

Field Programmable Gate Array

GPU

Graphic Processing Unit

IPTV

Internet Protocol Television

MANO

Management and Orchestration

MEC

Multi-Access Edge Computing

MIMO

Multi-Input Multi-Output

NFVI

Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure

NFVO

NFV Orchestrator

NOC

Network Operation Center

NSMF

Network Slice Management Function

NSSMF

Network Slice Subnet Management Function

RSRP

Reference Signal Receiving Power

SDN

Software Defined Network

SINR

Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio

SLA

Service-Level Agreement

SOC

Service Operation Center

VAR

Video Assistant Referee

VIM

Virtual Infrastructure Management

VNFM

Virtual Network Function Management
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